Gina Mollicone-Long

About Gina
Gina Mollicone-Long helps people get what they want.
She is an international best-selling author, compelling
speaker and peak performance coach with a mission to
reveal greatness in individuals, teams and organizations.
She is the co-founder of The Greatness Group, a multinational training, team building and personal development
company. Since 1998, she has trained, coached or spoken
to tens of thousands of people globally. Her books, Think
or Sink and The Secret of Successful Failing are widely
read and enjoyed by people around the world. She can
show you exactly how to get out of your own way.

Revealing Greatness
Gina’s mission in life is to reveal greatness whether it is with individuals, teams, companies or
communities. Her formal training includes a degree in Engineering from the University of Toronto.
As well, she is a board-certified Master Trainer of Coaching, Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP),
Hypnosis and Time Line Therapy™. Her latest creation is a program called Greatness U where
Gina teaches people how to breakthrough to their own greatness. She also developed the entire
coaching curriculum for The Greatness Group. There is no straight line with Gina; all of her varied
experiences have shaped her unique perspective as an entrepreneur, speaker and coach.

What Makes
Gina Different?
Content

Leadership

Passion

A world class speaker and
teacher knows that content is
the key to any great keynote.
Gina will share her decades
of experience and specialized
knowledge to help you take
your career, company and life
to the next level.

Above all, Gina leads by
example. Her experience and
success in various endeavours
is an invaluable asset to her
keynotes. Her no BS approach
will allow you to get to the
real answers you have been
looking for.

Gina’s mission is to reveal the
greatness that she sees in
everyone. She is extremely
passionate about empowering
people to start living the life
they have always wanted. She
brings this attitude to every
presentation.

Custom

Energy

Humour

The best presentations are
those that combine the needs
of the client with exciting
content to achieve the desired
result. Leave it to Gina to find
out exactly what you need and
craft her keynote to deliver
results.

A trademark of any talk by
Gina Mollicone-Long is her
high energy, engaging
approach. By getting you
excited about your goals
and future, she will leave you
inspired and ready to take
massive action.

One of Gina’s most memorable
characteristics is her ability
to use humour, from her own
life or through metaphor, to
impart her knowledge. Her
keynotes are entertaining and
interactive, making the content
fun and memorable.

Accelerated
Results

Speaking Topics
Leadership 2.0

Engaging
Real Emotional Intelligence
If it were as easy as simply “thinking” about
success then everyonce would have it.
Thinking is the domain of the conscious mind.
Research shows that you are only really using
your conscious mind about 5% of the time.
This means that you spend about 95% of your
time running on automatic habitual programs
that are stored at the unconscious level. This
includes all of your emotional responses.
These automatic responses can sabbotage
even the clearest goals and intentions. Real
emotional intelligence is the missing clue to
success. If you want to develop real leadership
skills and breakthrough results then you must
learn to master and modify your emotions
and the emotional response to others.

Custom Options Available!

The law of requisite variety states that the
person or system with the most flexibility of
behaviour will control the system. In other
words, leaders don’t just give it all they’ve got.
REAL leaders give it what it takes! In this
powerful keynote address, Gina takes your
people on a journey inside to thier own
personal leadership. Respected, resiliant
leaders also know how to breakthrough to the
next level. In this exciting hands on training,
Gina unlocks the keys to next level leadership
by giving you an undeniable experience of
what a true breakthrough feels like in a way
that you will never forget.

Leverage Your People Power
Learn how to move your business forward
as Gina teaches you a very different view on
manageing people; one that is designed to
bring out their most productive qualities. Her
engaging and thought provoking session will
give you unique insigts into what drives human
behaviour and performance

Powerful Presentation Secrets
Surprisingly, only 7% of any communication
is dependent on the words used. The rest of
the message is comprised of communication
that is out of your conscious awareness. The
problem with most communication is that the
words are not congruent with the unconscious
cues in voice tonality and body language.
Learning to leverage the power of this 93% will
get you your desired results in any presentation
setting be it a sales meeting, group training,
employee meeting or corporate presentation.
These are the secrets of world class presenters.

“

“

Raving Reviews

Wow! Gina is a fabulous presenter who explains and
deepens the powerful material she is presenting.
Gina can assist anyone who is committed to
revealing their own greatness.

				
Silken Laumann, Olympic Medallist and Author, Victoria, Canada
				

“ Gina has a great ability to make complex

concepts easy to understand resulting
in the group acquiring new knowledge
and skills at great pace. Gina is a world
class presenter and I’d recommend her
for any audience.

“

-Simon Mundell, Co-founder and Director
Results Group, Auckland, NZ

“ I wanted to thank you again for your

incredible seminar today. Everyone
absolutely loved it: content, energy,
authenticity, all of it. I feel blessed to
have had the opportunity to have met
you and have you sharing your passion
with us.

“

-Ricardo Teran, Managing Director, Agora Partnerships
Managua, Nicaragua

ranked and most spectacular event we
have had so far this year. It has been an
inspiring moment for all of us.

“

-Stefan Stefaniak, Learning Chair, EO Geneva
Geneva, Switzerland

“ Gina is such an engaging speaker who
will get you to see the world in a whole
new light. I am excited about my future
and success.

“

“ The evening with Gina was the highest

-Tahlia Murdock, President Stellar Americas
Denver, USA

Let’s Do This!
Contact Gina
1.866.939.GINA (4462)
greatness@ginamollicone.com
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